The history of industrial labour in India is particularly interesting because it highlights the influence of three accompanying and inter-related processes: the beginnings of industrialisation, the workings of a colonial government, and the growth of a nationalist movement. The following is a case study of the workers of the Delhi Cloth Mills, Delhi*, which is organised around these themes: the condition of workers in a colonial and early industrial setting, and their interaction with a burgeoning nationalist movement. The period [1928][1929][1930][1931][1932][1933][1934][1935][1936][1937][1938] 
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conditions that follows is the fourth factor that contributed to DCM expansion, 'competitive rationalization and other methods of reducing costs per worker' introduced by Lala Shri Ram.2 These may be briefly summed up as:
(1) An improvement in both the quantity and quality of production 'through more careful management of workers, a stricter system of fines and controls, and increased demand from the workers.
(2) Simultaneously, no proportionate increase in the remuneration made to the workers, probably even a decrease in their wages, partly because of the overall fall in the cost of labour, partly through the stricter system of fines and wage cuts.
(3) Efforts to guarantee efficiency and silence protest by easy dismissals for 'disloyalty'.
The nature of the labour force and wages Most of our conclusions regarding labour conditions and activities depend on an understanding of whether the labour force in Delhi in this period was a 'casual' or a 'committed' one. The reports on the subject are contradictory, depending on the purpose for which they were made. Lala Shri Ram, for example, could dismiss schemes like Sickness Insurance for workers by emphasising their migratory nature3, and laud the company housing scheme by noting its good effect in stabilising workers.&dquo; On the whole, the majority of workers were from outside the district, and becoming progressively more stabilised.5 From 1929-30 onwards, moreover, there was an overabundance of labour. As the mills of Ahmedabad and Bombay decreased production, a number of skilled workers, specially weavers, migrated to Delhi.' The unskilled market was simultaneously swelled by the cessation of building activities in the new capital around 1931, and the decline in the commercial and industrial activities of the Province as a whole.
In 1931, the DCM built a new mill, giving employment to 1000 new workers in the two following years. Otherwise there was a decline in the total number of DCM workers between 1932 and 1938, and in the percentage of DCM to the total labour force between 1934 and 1938 (see Table 1 ). It is likely that the extent of retrenchment in Delhi was small as compared with other industrial centres like Bombay. It is nevertheless significant that dismissals were frequent and arbitrary enough to be a major grievance at each of the strikes of this period. These same strikes give us evidence that the threat of dismissal was effectively used by the management to control any attempt on the workers' part to agitate for their demands. In 1929, Lala Shri Ram founded a company union, all organisational activities outside of which were regarded as a breach of contract, and liable to result in dismissal.
The pattern that can be established is one of doubtful security of employment, and that resulting only from submission to negative changes in working conditions. Any protest against these would mean organisation and representation, which were anathema to the employers. The latter responded with the strongest weapon possible, as will be seen in the section on strikes: the threat, and regular practice, of dismissal.
Given the effective weakening of the workers' bargaining capacity through the DCM employment policies, and their own poverty and incapacity, the conclusion of the Royal Commission on Labour regarding wages, sounds ominous:
The worker has at present no effective redress against a deduction unfairly imposed by an employer, or too often by a subordinate of the employer or manager. Nor, short of a strike, has he any effective means of enforcing the payment of wages after he has earned them.8
In spite of the fact that wage cuts in Delhi were smaller than those in Bombay and Ahmedabad (See Table 2 The mill-owners could not in fairness to the workers deny them bare subsistence in view of the fact that they were giving as much as 45% dividend to shareholders and six pies to one anna per yard of cloth turned out by the mills to the managing agents.&dquo;
Apart from direct reductions, there were other methods of 'progressive rationalisation' that proved detrimental to the workers' earnings. Among these were the stricter demands set for efficiency of production, and for attendance. The fines for defective cloth were a burden even in 1930, when it was promised that new rules regarding the extent and nature of fines would be prepared by the Industrial Surveyor of Delhi. The rules were apparently not made, for the strike that took place the next month had as a demand that fines and deductions be within specified limits. 'Lala Shri Ram discussed the workers' grievances and promised quick action .... Inexplicably, though, the demands remained unfulfilled for three weeks and the workers struck again .... 113 The fines became no more tolerable in later years. In 1934, workers demanded that their union check the faults they were fined for and expressed their dissatisfaction with management practices in this respect. 14 Yet another rationalisation technique of DCM that proved detrimental to workers' earnings was increased mechanisation in spinning and the shift in production from lower to higher counts of yarn (see Table 3 ). Not Table 6 for the cost of living index of Delhi workers). From the Delhi Administration files, it seems that the government also bore the cost of the medical officer serving the company. 27 Among the more. publicised measures of the DCM were the schemes for the recreation and entertainment of the workers. The 'scheme fol a playing field' and the sports mentioned (cricket, foot-ball, hockey) seem by their very description to serve the interests of the better-off workers or the staff; for the majority of the workers the most popular sport was, and remains, 'dangal' (wrestling).
One scheme that did function regularly was the Annual Fair for the workers. On the day of the fair, the mills were closed, and vendors allowed to set up their stalls in the premises. Apparently, cinema shows were also provided. For the better and effective working of the Union and in the best interests of the mill it would be advisable to afford every facility to all the members or at least to some of them to visit the mill with a view to get first hand and direct information in connection with their being penalised in any way. It is fervently hoped that a favourable consideration will be given ... 11
Lala Shri Ram disregarded all the other demands presented by the workers, and responded:
Before we reply to them, we will request you to please let us know if your body is only a private institution or whether it represents the majority of the workers of Delhi Cloth Mills ... We will ... advise you to address the DCM Workers' Union in this respect...&dquo; may further mention that it has been creating a great discontentment among the laborers of the concerned Mill and the strike is expected next month. I hope your committee will consider the matter seriously and will help the laborers of the DCM in their struggle against the move of the wage cut.14 The interesting question about this union, and these years, is why no strike took place in the DCM? The following hypotheses may be offered: India, Princeton, 1957, pp. 25-26. 62 General (Congress) 8, 1929, NML; Govt. Fortnightly Reports for 1937. 63 Labour (Congress) 1, 1935 , NML. Hindustan Times, Jan.-Feb. 1929 . (a) a magnetic leader and the attractiveness of organising; (b) the striking of a common chord with the rhetoric of socialism; (c) a consideration of the concrete grievances of the workers.
As a rule, it was the last condition that had to remain constant. There was not a single political strike in Delhi.
Conclusion '
The themes that interested us in this paper were the influence on workers' condition and welfare of the economic Depression, the colonial government, and the nationalist movement. The central fact that emerges from this discussion of the workers of one particular enterprise over a ten year period is of the all-important role of trade unionism. In a situation where the growth of industries and the workforce was slow; the government was apathetic to labour interests; the employers were authoritarian and hostile; and the workers themselves impoverished, inexperienced, and without a political lever; unionisation was synonymous with the growth in workers' strength.
It has been shown how many of the rationalisation measures of the DCM 
